Introduction:
You find yourself in an unknown family’s kitchen.
You have never been here before. The appliances are
outdated, sort of ugly. You continue forward, turn the
corner, and find yourself in their small laundry room, with
an average washing machine. On a second glance, you
notice a soft blue glow emanates through the cracks in the
door. You open the door (see Figure 1). A small slide down
through the cylindrical washing machine drum opens up into
a visual manifestation of what it might look like to go
through the wash. The small room has clear Plexiglas walls,
behind which are assorted clothing items and twinkling,
blue Christmas lights. A small TV screen near the roof

Figure 1: The washing machine portal. Image from:
O'Brien, Teryn. “With George RR Martin's Help,
Artists Open Immersive Fantasy Realm.” Crixeo, 25
Sept. 2017.

shows a spinning vortex.
This small, liminal space feeds into an expansive forest with mystical sculpture
everywhere you look. Somehow, an Airstream trailer has found its way into one of the treetops.
The sounds of birds and crickets compliment a soft electronic beat pulsing through the space that
makes it feel alive. You see other visitors like yourself thumping an assortment of multi-colored
fungi growing from some tree trunks and realize they make noise. Each mushroom triggers a
different low, resonant note when hit. You play around some, listening to the how sounds you
make and the forest’s background soundscape play off each other. After making sure to hit every
mushroom in the forest, you continue on through the maze of the House of Eternal Return,
however you please, knowing that every nook and cranny must be explored and experienced.
1

Wacky, immersive experiences
like the one described have rapidly gained
popularity alongside the cultural
phenomenon of the selfie. Destinations
like the Museum of Ice Cream (see Figure
2) are labeled ‘selfie factories’ and ‘madefor-Instagram museums’ because of the
Figure 2: A pool of sprinkles at the Museum of Ice Cream. Image from:
Hooper, Ben. “Museum of Ice Cream Features Pool Filled with
Sprinkles.” UPI, 21 Apr. 2017.

frenzy they cause on social media.1 At its

second location in San Francisco, which opened in September 2017, the Museum of Ice Cream’s
entire six-month run sold out in less than 90 minutes. 2
Unique, immersive experiences, pioneered by artists such as Yayoi Kusama and Walt
Disney, are not new. However, rapidly developing technology and the emerging medium of
interaction design have expanded the potential for immersion to have meaning beyond Instagram
and entertainment. Experiences like sliding through a washing machine into a strange forest and
discovering musical mushrooms stimulate audience members’ creative minds.
Sound, in particular, actively engages visitors because of its emotional power.
Technology, sound, and interactivity designers at the art production company, Meow Wolf, the
entity responsible for the House of Eternal Return, capitalize on this. They use sonic interaction
design to provide creative music-making opportunities for the masses. Sonic interaction design is
the study, design, and production of tangible interactive systems that have a dominant auditory
behavior. Professor Stefania Serafin elaborates in her article, “Sonic Interactions in Multi-Modal
Environments: An Overview,” that sonic interaction design “explores ways in which sound can
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be used to convey information, meaning, and aesthetic and emotional qualities in interactive
contexts.” It also “aims at identifying new roles that sound may play in the interaction between
users and artifacts, services, or environments.”3 Sonic interaction designers, like those at Meow
Wolf, design and build music interfaces, or interactive sonic systems. These are tangible, soundcentric systems constructed so that end users trigger, generate, modify, and transform sound.4
Composer and digital artist, Andrew Dolphin adds that these systems often explore “the
coexistence and interplay between external agency and human reaction, creative intention and
control.”5 They can be thought of as innovative musical instrument designs, although the systems
do not always exhibit the same traits as traditional instruments (nor do they aim to, which will be
addressed in a later section).
A variety of intentionally accessible and encouraging alternative music interfaces appear
in the House of Eternal Return, Meow Wolf’s first permanent art exhibit. High-tech sound
generation and transformation systems are placed in the hands of the people. These interfaces
facilitate positive ‘musicking’ experiences and stimulate curiosity and creative thinking for a
broad audience. Both musicians and non-musicians have something to gain from engaging with
these alternative music-making systems because they break from tradition and can inspire new
ways of thinking about music, sound, and composition.
Meow Wolf artists demonstrate that musical creation can and should be playful and
accessible to everyone. They stage surprising sound-generation objects in unusual environments,
demonstrating how our realities and our imaginations need not be so divided. They value every
visitors’ creative mind as equal, important, and worth engaging and cultivating. Their work is
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significant because increasing individual access to positive creative interaction opportunities can
help foster a healthier society of creative minds.
Methodology & Paper Structure:
Through a case study of the House of Eternal Return’s music interfaces, I sought to
investigate and draw out the concrete methods by which the influential art corporation, Meow
Wolf, uses the versatile medium of sonic interaction design to inspire and empower positive
feelings, creativity, and community for visitors. I conducted four on-site interviews with Meow
Wolf staff members during two separate trips to Santa Fe in the late fall of 2017, during which I
also engaged in ethnographic observations of visitors to the House of Eternal Return. These
interviews and observations are used as evidence throughout this paper. Through an assembly of
this first-hand research and synthesis of existing literature on interaction design, cognitive
theory, and the benefits of music-making, I demonstrate how experiencing the House of Eternal
engages a diverse audience in co-creation through playful composition. They are changing how
music and art can be used to benefit individuals by enhancing creative experiences for all, which
has far-reaching implications for individual and societal benefit.
The first section of this paper introduces the need that I believe Meow Wolf helps solve.
I then cover Meow Wolf’s history, disclosing how a ‘do-it-yourself’ (DIY) and volunteer-based
art collective transformed into one of the fastest growing art corporations nationwide. Weaved
into this section is commentary on the group’s unique vision to highlight the nuance of Meow
Wolf’s thoughtful internal structure. I also present the object of my case study, the House of
Eternal Return, a walk-in, science fiction adult playground world built out of fantastical physical
sculpture, light, electronic music, and sonic interaction technology.

4

The remaining sections break down the fundamental elements of the House of Eternal
Return’s sonic experience. The existing theory and research I present is grounded in the
application to four specific music interfaces within the House of Eternal Return. Each interface
demonstrates an aspect of my theoretical evidence. The interfaces and theory realms I cover
build off one another, like puzzle pieces to a bigger picture. My evidence is followed by a brief
section in which I address certain counter-arguments against using music technology for sonic
interaction design.
Through my work, readers will have a better understanding of how Meow Wolf’s internal
and external commitment to radical inclusivity is significant, on both an individual and societal
level. By the end of the paper, readers will gain a solid conceptualization of Meow Wolf’s
successful sonic interaction design techniques and why the design of engaging interactive music
interfaces has compelling potential to stimulate creative thinking. Understanding these concepts
will establish why Meow Wolf’s vision and work should be learned from and modeled after,
rather than dismissed as another ‘selfie factory.’
The Challenge of Creativity:
In July 2010, Newsweek magazine posted an article titled ‘The Creativity Crisis,’
sounding a nationwide alarm over an observed decades-long decline in creativity, particularly
among young people. The article cited a study by psychologist Dr. Kyung Hee Kim, who
analyzed over 300,000 Torrance test scores from the late twentieth century.6 A series of simple
divergent thinking exercises developed in the late 1950s by E. Paul Torrance, the “Torrance
Test” examines creativity in children. The tests were scored with a four-part rubric that measured
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areas such as originality and elaboration.7 Dr. Kim found that Torrance scores had consistently
inched downwards since 1990. She published an article in April 2017 detailing the findings of
her continued research since then; the decline has only gotten worse.8 She elaborated that the
“significant declines in outbox thinking skills (fluid and original thinking) indicate that
Americans generate not only fewer ideas or solutions to open-ended questions or challenges, but
also fewer unusual or unique ideas…”9
Dr. Kim, along with many psychologists and education reform advocates, stressed that a
dominant cause of this decline is America’s narrow-minded education system focused on test
scores. Since the 1990s specifically, traditional school curricula have stifled imaginative and
divergent thinking, narrowed minds, and reinforced a toxic hierarchy saturated in socioeconomic
privilege that results in countless young, brilliant minds not getting the care and cultivation every
child deserves.10 University professor Leslie Owen Wilson additionally cited our “hyper
turbulent, fast-paced, disposable culture” full of fleeting interactions on social media and
increasingly smarter automotive products that contribute to an “incessant, pervasive need for
instant gratification” that hinders societal creativity.11 Vice President for the MacArthur Fellows
program, Cecilia Conrad, supported this argument in The New York Times, saying that
“traditional means of assessment often marginalize individuals working to define new and
unique fields of endeavor. From the high-stakes tests in K-12, to the academic tenure clock, to
the economy’s focus on short-term return on investments, American society’s reward structures
tend to discourage unconventional thinking and limit risk-taking.”12 Particularly as we get older,
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we abandon our imaginations due to a confluence of factors, including the psychology of social
conformity, or the desire to be accepted and not judged by others that comes with increased
social awareness. This actively detracts from our present and future well-being. Additionally,
this decline in imagination and innovative thinking has significant long-term economic
consequences because creative problem-solving skills are highly important in global industry
competition. During that same year of 2010, IBM published a study that surveyed over 1,500
Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) from 60 countries and 33 industries worldwide. CEOs
worldwide overwhelmingly emphasized creativity as the single most important factor for
leadership competency and future success.13
Creativity has always been valued and prized, demonstrated by centuries of art and music
history and celebrity. Yet society is stifled by its own persistent long standing societal myth: that
musical ability is limited to those with “the talent, the aptitude, the gift…in spite of
overwhelming evidence to the contrary.”14 Every individual is gifted with creativity. Seymour
Sarason writes in his book on creativity, “What is there about our conception of creativity and
artistic activity that makes it virtually impossible to observe and consider a young child as an
embryonic artist?”15 If not cultivated and developed in an encouraging, low-pressure
environment, creative thinking powers weaken.16 As a result, individuals are deterred from
exploring their creative minds in the future. This downward trend is a concerning and complex
issue.
How do we reverse this trend and encourage people, young and old, to exercise and build
their creative thinking? A potential starting point is intentionally designed immersive
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experiences that facilitate imaginative encounters for all visitors. These destinations must
actively engage people in the environments that stimulate creativity, beyond just offering
unusual sights.
History of Meow Wolf & the House of Eternal Return:
Understanding Meow Wolf’s history illuminates important origins of the creative
stimulation impacts this paper presents. Meow Wolf began in 2008 as a group of 10-12 young,
offbeat friends living in Santa Fe, New Mexico. They wanted to make fun things together and
supply a town they loved but did not quite fit into with alternative art and music spaces. Santa Fe
is home to over 300 art galleries and stands as the third largest art market in the country.
However, the art scene largely embraces artistic uniformity, and local galleries are highly
selective. 17 This unwelcome art scene inspired Meow Wolf’s nonconformist approach. Lead
Interactivity Designer, Zevin Polzin, shared, “everybody joined Meow Wolf to escape from
hierarchy, to escape from relationships mediated by capital…,” to create a space where artists
and creative minds were valued over profit.18
The founding members of Meow Wolf wanted to address a disconnect they recognized,
not only between the Santa Fe art scene and new or unconventional artists, but also between the
scene and its audience. In a 2015 TED Talk titled “Radically Inclusive Art,” Co-Founder and
present-day CEO, Vince Kadlubek, said, “...we knew that when we started Meow Wolf we really
wanted to create a new perspective on how people participated with art.”19 From the outset, the
group was motivated by a shared vision for challenging what art could be and how it could be
used to serve the concept of radical inclusivity, or, what it could do for both those making it and
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those experiencing it.20 As Kate Erbland wrote in her review of the documentary Meow Wolf:
Origins documentary, which premiered on March 10, 2018 at South by Southwest (SXSW) in
Austin, Texas, “…when this group first banded together…building a business was the furthest
thing from their minds. Building a community, however, was.”21 My interview with Polzin
reinforced this observation: “I think in the same way that…collaboration is our true medium,
collaboration and community is sort of the end goal.”22 Beyond wanting to express themselves
creatively, Meow Wolf artists also want to connect with audiences and support their local
community through sharing art.
Meow Wolf’s appetite for massive, immersive exhibits developed out of modest but
organic origins. Early on, the group of friends acquired a warehouse with which to embark on
their vision, maintaining day jobs to make rent and convening at night to make art.23 “When we
started this,” notes Kadlubek, “we were pulling stuff out of dumpsters and stapling it on walls,
and making art out of…whatever we could get our hands on, just to be able to create the spaces
that felt cool to us, that felt interesting...”24 Music concerts hosted in these spaces contributed to
both their growth and their artistic development. In the words of Kadlubek, “we covered every
inch of every wall with work and what resulted were these immersive maximalist environments
that audiences loved. I mean, instead of creating paintings that you walk up to, Meow Wolf was
creating paintings that you could walk inside of.”25 The shows were described as “creative
explosions,” culminations of artistic mediums designed to be physically entered and engaged
with in order to experience reality-bending stories.26
20
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The work Meow Wolf creates emerges directly out of their commitment to community
and collaboration, both within and without the collective itself. The earliest installation
documented in Meow Wolf’s ‘Projects’ Archive on their website is called ‘Horror’ and debuted
on October 30, 2008. The description reads: “It stood as a milestone in the evolution of Meow
Wolf as a collective as it focused on individual artist projects centered around a shared theme.
The result was community spaces and a heightened sense of shared process.” 27 Meow Wolf
artists work together to create unique immersive storytelling experiences in the form of
multimedia art ‘worlds’ visitors actively take part in. These experience-based installations could
not be possible without the collective’s shared commitment to inclusive collaboration and
respect.
By 2011, the collective had found an audience. The Center for Contemporary Arts in
Santa Fe commissioned Meow Wolf to build what became the Due Return, a 70-foot wooden
ship retrofitted to look like an inter-galactic vessel crash-landed in an alien world.28 The Due
Return became the collective’s largest temporary immersive experience. Kadlubek shared that it
was the public’s positive reaction to the Due Return that sparked a collective awakening in
which Meow Wolf members realized what they were doing was “no longer just about artists
expressing themselves. [It was] about producing something for an audience that’s deeply craving
it.”29
The success of this project helped members realize the potential for turning what they
were doing, up to that point all volunteer-based, DIY, and not-for-profit, into a sustainable
business model. Co-Founder and CTO Corvas Brinkerhoff said about the Due Return, “We had
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25,000 visitors in 2 months. [It was] a total phenomenon…most of those people paid $10 at the
door…and we thought ‘OK, if we can build something like this again, but leave it up
indefinitely, at least for 5 years, then we could pay off the debt it would cost…to pay ourselves
and pay everybody else who worked on it.’”30
Accordingly, Meow Wolf proposed a business plan for their first permanent, immersive
art destination, and began pitching the concept to investors. It took 3 years to secure their first
significant patron: Santa Fe resident and Game of Thrones author, George R. R. Martin. “If
George [R.R. Martin] had not come forward to buy the building, I think we might have
dismantled,” said Kadlubek.31 Rather than investing money, Martin purchased a 35,000-sq. ft.
run-down former bowling alley south of downtown Santa Fe, spent an additional $2.5 million in
renovations, and leased the space to Meow Wolf for 10 years. 32 Martin explained his rationale
for support: “I'm a science-fiction and fantasy guy. A house lost in time and space … that's
something I couldn't resist.”33 Following Martin’s lead, other private and local investors began to
get involved. Their contributions enabled Meow Wolf to obtain materials for the exhibit and,
arguably more important to the collective, put about 120 artists on payroll for developing the
exhibit.34 It served as a massive step forward in their mission to cultivate a sustainable and
healthy, mutually supportive community of artists.
The House of Eternal Return was born. Meow Wolf’s first permanent immersive
experience opened on March 18, 2016, in Santa Fe, New Mexico. It is a 20,000 square-foot
walk-in spectacular science fiction world. It is a dreamscape maze packed with sophisticated and
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intricate multimedia art, music, and narrative content that visitors are encouraged to engage with
at every turn. The first thing visitors are greeted with upon entering is a seemingly normal
looking Victorian house. The online description for people considering visiting reads, “There are
dozens of rooms, secret passages and interactive light and musical objects with which guests can
play for hours or investigate the mystery of the Selig family, who disappeared one night after
conducting a forbidden experiment inside their Victorian mansion.”35
The mansion is home to a variety of surprising secret passageways that act as portals to
alternate dimensions. One minute you are in the kitchen, the next you are walking through an
intergalactic travel agency. To put it simply, visitors should try every door, hatch, cupboard, etc.
In addition to beautiful colors, lights, sculpture, and alternative music interfaces, there is
rumored to be over 200 hours of narrative content about the fictional Selig family scattered
throughout the space for people to find, in the form of journals, newspapers, letters, files, and
even a safe for which visitors must find the code. The House of Eternal Return is specifically
designed for each visitor to choose their own adventure; there is no right or wrong experience.
Whether or not someone engages in the story, explores the music interfaces, or simply walks
through and takes it all in, a positive encounter is offered.
Impact of Meow Wolf & the House of Eternal Return:
Meow Wolf’s rise to prominence comes at a time when the ‘experience economy,’ or the
idea of selling experiences, reigns supreme. This term first came into use in the late 1990s when
B. Joseph Pine II and James. Gilmore, along with other authors, economists, and sociologists,
predicted that the rise of technology, increasing industry competition, and higher consumer
expectations would cause an unprecedented commercial value to be placed on transformations or
35
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feelings gained by unique experiences.36 Unlike trends of the economic past – commodities,
material goods, and services – which are external and more or less the same for everybody,
experiences are inherently personal and thus more desirable, existing only in the mind of the
individual who has “been engaged on an emotional, physical, intellectual, or even spiritual
level.”37 Pine and Gilmore argued that the richest experiences involve balanced elements of
entertainment, education, escapism, and esthetics.38 Visitors should have access to both active
and passive participation opportunities that enable immersion in and absorption of the
experience. The House of Eternal Return’s visual, auditory, and tactile immersion fits these
parameters, offering people individualized experiences based on how each individual chooses to
engage. The advent of social media and image-sharing platforms such as Instagram have only
contributed to the rise of the experience economy. People curate content documenting their
experiences, which other people see and then desire.
Since opening the House of Eternal Return, Meow Wolf has experienced viral
international success beyond anything imagined by its business model. Co-Founder and CTO,
Corvas Brinkerhoff shared, “We were going to prove the idea [that] we were going to get
100,000 people a year and that [was] going to break even in Santa Fe...Well, we got 400,000
people, so it was like…we’ve more than proven the premise there and now it’s how fast can we
scale this.”39 Their first-year goal of 100,000 visitors was achieved within the first two months of
opening.40 The House of Eternal Return generated $6 million dollars for Santa Fe’s economy in
the first year alone and added an additional $13 million in marketing value to Santa Fe via press
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coverage from high-ranking print, web, and television sources.41 In 2017, Meow Wolf received
the renowned TEA Award for Best Customer Immersion from the Themes Entertainment
Association, alongside corporations like Universal and Disney.42
Meow Wolf’s vision has always reached deeper than commercial recognition. Since
experiencing such success, which came hand-in-hand with needing to become more of the
capitalist corporation the collective rejects, Meow Wolf has given back wherever possible. In our
interview, Brinkerhoff shared, “now that we are turning into this kind of huge art corporation,
it’s become more so about creating the structures and the strategy and the vision that facilitates a
lot of other people. We’re looking at having many hundreds of people collaborating on our
work.”43 He continued, “I’ve heard there’s 13% of artists that make a living doing their craft. We
want to increase that. We want to leave a marked increase in that percentage. If we can add a
couple percent to that because they’re working for Meow Wolf, that would be a huge success.”44
Another aspect of their commitment to remaining true to artistic freedom and radical
inclusivity, beyond their employ, is that Meow Wolf does its best to prop up communities similar
to their own. In December 2016, in the wake of the tragic fire at the Ghost Ship DIY art and
music warehouse in Oakland, CA, the company announced a $100,000 annual fund to support
DIY music and art spaces.45 They pledged additional consulting resources to assist recipients
with legal, building code, and infrastructural improvements. About 6 months previously, in April
2016, Meow Wolf announced a $125,000 annual fund to support local Santa Fe public schools
and non-profit child enrichment programs, such as athletics and arts programs.46 The House of
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Eternal Return building, in addition to the massive exhibit, houses The David Loughridge
Learning Center where Meow Wolf’s non-profit educational outreach initiative, CHIMERA,
operates. The Learning Center serves as a resource for kids of all ages to channel their creative
energy upon leaving the exhibition. Programming Director, Melanie Beck explains that “choicebased learning and choice-based creativity are really liberating for children. They want to create
after they come out of there.”47 Brinkerhoff added a personal anecdote, saying, “I love thinking
about how young people growing up close to Meow Wolf are just going to take that for granted
and when they become adults, they’re going to go out into the world and they’re going to have
this lens they might not even be cognizant of…I just love what that means on a cultural level.”48
Meow Wolf continues to develop initiatives and structures that remain true to their founding
notion of shared creation and radical inclusivity.
In the first two months of 2018, Meow Wolf announced they were fundraising to build
two brand new, even more innovatively interactive, permanent exhibits in Denver and Las
Vegas, respectively.49 They are expanding broadly and swiftly, even while the impacts of the
collective’s internal structure and external work are not fully understood. According to
Brinkerhoff, adults “need more excuses to get out of our own heads for a minute and just chill
out and calm down all the crazy chatter…” He continued, “and, if it is medicine, let’s get it out to
as many people as we can, as quickly as we can. If it can help people.”50 This paper seeks to
define this ‘medicinal’ value from a sonic interaction design perspective to argue that Meow
Wolf’s work is improving individual and communal creative expression at a time when it is
needed more than ever.
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The Laser Harp & Sonic Interaction Technology:
Armed with a broad understanding of the relevant issue of societal creative repression
and Meow Wolf’s unique background, the following four sections present theoretical support for
my argument that Meow Wolf’s exhibits actively engage and stimulate creative thinking and that
this process dismantles toxic personal and communal constructs regarding creative expression.
Each component of this research is grounded in the objective analysis of one specific music
object in the House of Eternal Return; for example, this section will use Meow Wolf’s laser harp
as a means for understanding sonic interaction technology. The theories and interfaces can be
applied to one another interchangeably. The following pairings were chosen to maximize
understanding of the material presented. Synthesis of each component lends a comprehensive,
holistic understanding of how Meow Wolf’s application of sonic interaction technology and
design democratizes creative expression resources and opportunities in really meaningful and
necessary ways.
The House of Eternal Return would not be possible without the many technological
evolutions that preceded it, some of which will be discussed now using the first interface of
study in the exhibit: the Laser Harp. This interface is a design Meow Wolf did not invent but
rather adapted. It provides an opportunity to comprehend what, in general and at a fairly basic
level, comprises these sonic systems’ inner workings. The interface is a laser harp, which was
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most notably popularized by French electronic composer, Jean Michel Jarre, through use in live
performances as far back as 1981. 51
The iteration within the House of Eternal
Return sits in the middle of a hard-to-find, dark, foggy
room. From a bird’s-eye view, it has the shape of a
‘Y.’ Each arm has a long line of red lasers that extend
from the pyramid-shaped base structure to the ceiling
(see Figure 3). Running one’s hands through the red
laser beams is akin to plucking harp strings, although
the sound response is very different from a traditional
harp. To compliment the room’s ambient ‘global’
sound, or background noise, the House of Eternal
Return’s laser harp emits a variety of celestial synth
samples that ascend in pitch with each adjacent beam,

Figure 3: The House of Eternal Return’s laser harp.
Image from: Miele, Chris. “Please Do Touch: Meow
Wolf.” Adventure Guy Photo, 20 Mar. 2017.

as a harp does. Depending on which arm visitors engage, the sounds emitted are processed with
different envelopes to have varying levels of attack, sustain, and release. Meow Wolf’s Music
Director Ben Wright added that the laser harp “was really specifically tied to the narrative
element of the House [of Eternal Return]. It’s…sort of this purgatory liminal space between life
and death and [the designers] wanted it to sound real heavenly and pull on your heart strings.”
He elaborated on how the sound team went about the room and interface’s sound design: “For
that space, we did a field trip up to Las Vegas, New Mexico. We have a friend who is the church
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organist up there and he’s such an eccentric so we had him improvise on the pipe organ up there
to…set that sacred tone.”52
Alternative music interfaces, or sonic interaction systems, such as the laser harp are
constructed out of a combination of impressive technology. Generally, the inner-workings of the
interface’s operations, or internal programming, is constructed out of specialized software
programs such as MAX/MSP or Pure Data. This software provides audio programmers and
designers with an immense library of tools that synthesize and transform sound and control its
playback. These programs are paired with hardware called microcontrollers, or handheld
processing units similar to central chips found in every computer, manufactured by companies
like Arduino and Raspberry Pi. Microcontrollers are programmed to translate data from various
input and output pins, what can be thought of as data translators, and communicate this
information to aforementioned software. Microcontroller pins translate input from the physical
world when attached to sensors that accept different physical actions and states depending on the
sensor type. The laser harp, for example is built with infrared (IR) light sensors placed on one
end of each harp ‘string.’ These sensors read whether or not they detect infrared light, which in
this case would be coming from each laser beam. In essence, they interpret whether or not the
beam is blocked by somebody ‘playing’ it. Microcontrollers have vast and versatile applications
beyond sonic interaction design for automotive products, devices, and embedded systems.53
Microcontrollers can interpret a few different types of data, namely analog and digital,
and have corresponding pins for each type of source. Depending on the sensor, one tends to be
better than the other, however some sensors, including IR light sensors, can be implemented with
either type. To understand the difference, think of digital reads like a generic light switch with
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two quantitative states, on or off. In microcontroller language, which deals with voltage levels,
these states are known as ‘high’ and ‘low.’ Conversely, analog reads can be thought of as a
dimmer light switch, with a variety of different qualitative values, which microcontrollers read as
numbered values that correspond to the voltage level the sensor outputs. The House of Eternal
Return’s laser harp system is most likely fed via digital input, as it is programmed at a very basic
level to emit sound when the beam is blocked. There is no difference in sound depending on
where the user blocks the beam, a specific application of analog input that would add a level of
complexity to the interface. This addition would call for an additional sensor, known as a laserbased rangefinder, that can determine distance.
The rapid development and expansion of computer technology and hard- and software
suppliers makes the design of highly interactive, playful, and encouraging real-time sound
generation and transformation systems more achievable than ever before, for everyone from
engineers to artists to hobbyists.54 Companies such as Adafruit are vastly improving the
accessibility of this technology by selling ‘all-parts-included’ beginner kits with project
instructions and facilitating a large online repository of tutorials and community project
examples. The low-memory, low power microcontrollers allow companies to keep the chips and
their additional sensor parts generally affordable. Sound designer Jan Paul Herzer highlights
additional shifts in his article “Acoustic Scenography and Interactive Audio,” saying, “…an
increasing number of open source and DIY projects, sophisticated speaker systems…accessible
research results,” and unprecedented levels of processing power and speed, “open up interactive
sound concepts to a broader field of interested designers and for their applications in areas of
different focus with different budgets.”55 Herzer also credits a steady growth in awareness and
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acceptance by the media of the technology and its applications, a reality demonstrated by the
viral craze over Meow Wolf.
Despite the possibility offered by the microcontroller industry, the reach of alternative
music interfaces remains somewhat isolated. In the case of early laser harps used by Jean Michel
Jarre, he and perhaps some of his stagehands, were the only people who got to experience
making music with lasers. This exclusivity has dissolved some, particularly in the past few years,
thanks to companies like Arduino and Adafruit that make it their mission to market these tools as
educational and recreational activities anybody can learn and enjoy, but the technology is still
new and not well known or understood.
Meow Wolf radically dissolves this divide by using these newly accessible technologies
described to construct cutting-edge alternative music-making interfaces specifically for public
use. Designers in the collective developed sonic systems for the House of Eternal Return that
feature sensors applied in a variety of ways and demonstrate the multi-faceted potential of sonic
interaction design. Without Meow Wolf’s facilitation, it is unlikely that the vast majority of
visitors would otherwise get to personally experience and explore a laser harp. It is one thing that
the technology exists and those, like myself, interested in learning more, are able to do so. It is
quite another to actively democratize the availability of the technology and interactive potential
with a public that has just as much, if not more, to gain from it. The potential of this technology
will become clearer as the benefits of musical engagement are discussed in the following section.
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The Ribcage Xylophone & ‘Musicking’:
The significance of Meow Wolf supplying the
public with alternative music interfaces lies in the
benefits of musical interaction. The next interface of
study will serve to shift the focus towards these ideas.
This is best illustrated by the Ribcage Xylophone. A
secret passageway in the living room of the Victorian
house leads to an all-white cave space. A life-size,
illuminated Mastodon skeleton partly embedded into the
walls grabs the eye. The ribcage can be walked into (see
Figure 4), and each rib, on both sides, is programmed to
emit the notes of a major diatonic scale in a resonant
mallet-like sound befitting the ‘bones’ when struck by
Figure 4: The House of Eternal Return’s
Mastodon skeleton. Image from: Ann, and Bill.
“Meow Wolf - Santa Fe.” ABzAdventure, 2 Dec.
2017.

users. Like the Laser Harp room, this space has a distinct
soundscape, or ceaseless ‘global’ background noise,

however the soundscape is much sparser. Sounds generated by the ribcage xylophone interface
make up the majority of the space’s sound content.
By creating the sensation of playing traditional acoustic instruments, like an actual
xylophone or a harp, but without the time and patience required for practicing, these two sonic
systems engage users in positive and extreme instances of ‘musicking.’ This term was coined by
musician and educator Christopher Small in his 1998 book, Musicking. Small argued that ‘to
music’ is “to take part, in any capacity” in all activities that involve music, whether by
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composing, performing, listening, rehearsing, practicing, or dancing.56 According to Small, all
activities that involve music are inherently relation-building experiences, so that the meaning can
be found “not only between those organized sounds…but also between the people who are taking
part, in whatever capacity, in the performance.”57 In essence, everyone has something to gain
from engaging with music.
The House of Eternal Return’s music interfaces engage visitors of all backgrounds in
playful, communal, interactive ‘musicking,’ an experience typically only undergone by
composers and performers. The significance of this radically inclusive model, that all people
should have access to music-making experiences, can be understood by evaluating how music
positively impacts individuals. From a humanist perspective, creative and social activities such
as ‘musicking’ become resources for health promotion. In their article “Musical Interaction for
Health Improvement,” interactive sound design researchers and professors Anders-Petter
Andersson and Birgitta Cappelen offer an alternative to a pathologically understanding of health,
defining it instead as “an experience of well-being rather than cure from illness.”58 Construction
of health by this interpretation depends on daily multi-faceted connections built in relation to the
self, others, and the environment that contribute to reaching one’s fullest potential.59 Engagement
with large-scale, public music interfaces like the three-pronged laser harp and the two-sided
ribcage allow for social relationships to be built through co-creation. With interactive
‘musicking,’ additional relationships develop between the individual and their own creativity.
These multi-tiered relationships built through ‘musicking’ contribute to the previously mentioned
perception of health.
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Music therapist Even Ruus pushes this further, asserting that making music improves
well-being. This emerges from a process that, “evokes emotions and strengthens our ability to act
by creating expectations and responding to actions.”60 Music interfaces that accept simple
gesture-based actions and create a direct and harmonic sound response, as we saw with both the
ribcage xylophone and the laser harp, provide sonic confirmation of interaction and motivate
positive feelings that encourage users to engage further. University of Denver professor Franz L.
Roehmann supports this argument in his article, “Technology, Music, Culture,” when he says,
“…individuals discover their creativity—in the interaction between doing and considering the
result.”61 Fulfillment of cause and effect relationships motivates learning. Meow Wolf’s core
premise is to encourage people to touch everything from the moment they enter the door.
Brinkerhoff touched on this, saying, “once people get into that mode of discovery and curiosity
and wonder, then everything becomes a little bit more available.”62 The House of Eternal Return
gets users in a certain, exploratory headspace that does not leave space for inhibition.
This setting and the interfaces offered allow for cause and effect relationships to be
discoverable for everyone and extend the availability of empowerment through ‘musicking’ to
everyone. Music Director, Ben Wright, shared during our interview, “… the way that the
interactivity is designed and laid out is it’s meant to empower people…you don’t have to be a
trained musician [to] get a satisfying sound response and a good harmonic musical experience.”63
This has significance for engaging people in ‘musicking’ who might otherwise not feel
comfortable with a musical instrument. Interactive ‘musicking’ provides an added layer of
individual satisfaction and accomplishment, successfully reducing passivity in visitors. This
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impact is not always achieved with other forms of less participatory, although still meaningful,
‘musicking.’
An investigation of researched strategies and parameters for successful sonic interaction
design shows how it engages many different people. In the essay “Musicking Tangibles for
Empowerment” by the same researchers, Andersson and Cappelen define alternative music
interfaces as ‘musicking tangibles’ and highlight strategies for designing inclusive, group
interfaces that reap the positive, therapeutic impacts identified by Small and Ruus. They
emphasize that if the goal is to “improve vitality, self-esteem, social relationships, and
participation…” for people with diverse abilities and motivations, “through mutual and equal,
positive relation building musical experiences,” 64 the audience needs to be considered as “cocreator[s]…engaged in and shaping the music and the environment…as a component of a
relation-building activity.”65 Moving beyond traditional performance forces of performer and
receiver, visitors should play active and significant roles in the generation of real-time
composition and performance. Cappelen and Andersson state that, for the designers, the
challenge and focus shifts from controlling the interface and product, as we see with acoustic
instruments and traditional means of performing and disseminating music, to the relation
building potentials of the interface.66 Motivating co-creation in users becomes the goal.
The House of Eternal Return’s music interfaces encourage freedom of choice and
freedom of expression. Meow Wolf’s Lead Interactivity Designer Zevin Polzin added, “there’s a
lot of that looseness and improvisatory thing that means…there’s not a specific thing that we
want you to get…so that leaves a lot of room for people to have a personal relationship with
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things that isn’t prescribed by our intentions.”67 In the case of the ribcage xylophone and the
laser harp, they are immediately understandable and playable, in stark contrast to the learning
curve and patience necessitated by acoustic instruments that can discourage or exclude certain
people. Armed with this understanding of music’s genuine emotional and physical impacts, the
next section discusses additional strategies for designing sonic systems that maximize these
impacts.
The Wilderness Room & Design Strategies:
The Wilderness Room
showcases how Meow Wolf uses
strategic design to create sonic
interfaces that are broadly
accessible and empowering.
Visitors enter the room and are
met with bumping techno and
flashing lights. On the walls are
animal heads made out of colorful

Figure 5: The House of Eternal Return’s Wilderness Room. Image from: Krasnow,
Bruce. The New. “After Drawing 400K Visitors in First Year, Meow Wolf Works to
Keep It Fresh.” Santa Fe New Mexican, 15 Mar. 2017.

geometric shapes. In each corner sits a fox-like creature, with a face similar to the animal heads.
One eye is an LED-lit button and the other is a semi-spherical tennis ball-sized knob that can be
spun. The final visual stimulant is a large, white obelisk in the center of the room with a massive
hand emerging from the top (see Figure 5). On each side of the obelisk are two buttons that light
up at seemingly random times.
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This interface differs slightly from the rest in that, rather than people actively taking part in
musical composition, they alter the nature of a composition. Each corner creature controls the
processing of a different track in the room’s ‘global’ sound. They each alter a different filter or
audio effect. The global sound loops every few minutes. The music is catchy and immediately
inspires movement and dancing.
The Wilderness Room exhibits both strengths and weaknesses when it comes to what
Andersson and Cappelen highlight as design strategies. Its strengths lie in its collaborative
nature, meaning multiple users can be engaged at the same time while still having unique
experiences. According to Andersson and Cappelen, interactive music interfaces should
“dynamically offer many roles to take, many musicking actions to make, and many ways of selfexpression.”68 Visitors to the Wilderness Room choose what to do; play with a fox and sound
effect, follow the obelisk button lights, and/or simply dance and enjoy the visuals. Andersson
and Cappelen continue, “We believe that moving from a definition of a person interacting as
lacking abilities to a definition based on the same person being a potential resource to others is
crucial to improve the individual’s health and empowerment.”69 Group interfaces encourage
people to interact socially and create something together. Other interfaces like the laser harp and
ribcage xylophone also encourage play in a social context, however they only really have one
way ‘to music’ and each person involved essentially plays the same role.
Equally important, as the two researchers assert, is that the interactive environments “build
on musical, narrative, and communicative principles,” and are “open to many
interpretations…and activity levels, where there are no wrong actions.”70 Successfully inclusive
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music interfaces are what each user makes of them. As Andrew Dolphin writes in his article
“Defining Sound Toys,” “…no final fixed version exists, with each player having their own
individual experience of the work, with the sonic output being dependent on the nature of the
interactions.”71 Music interfaces should offer freedom of choice while also providing some
defined sonic framework for the experience, such as the diatonic ribcage xylophone or the predetermined composition in the Wilderness Room.
Music interfaces are compositional in an entirely different way from typical composing or
performing. As articulated by Dolphin, in sonic interaction design, the three compositional forces
are: an offline composer/designer, a real-time simulated physics engine that is the interface, and
real-time users/players. “The user/player interacts with virtual objects and a physical/generative
system to control or influence aural and visual domains, shaping the structure of the piece within
the framework prepared and ‘composed’ by the composer/designer.”72 Sonic interaction design
includes the audience as an important and indispensable compositional force.
Sound Technology Lead Charlie Huguenard explained a method for design called
‘feelings first’ that is followed by the Meow Wolf creative staff. “Basically, you think really hard
about the specific feelings you want the player to have, when you want those feelings to change,
and how those feelings lead to a final feeling as they finish playing. Then, you design the
mechanical systems, and check to see if they support that feeling. If they don’t, you iterate until
they do, or throw it out and start over on that mechanic.”73 With sonic interaction design, the
focus shifts from controlling output or the final product to creating an arena in which users can
have multifaceted interactions with composition and musical creation. As Cappelen puts it, to
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empower users, “we instead have to create an arena for positive, mutually shared musicking
experiences, not focus on making the user understand how the switch works technically, and
potentially demotivating and disempowering [them].”74 Interactive sonic systems should be
flexible by design, allowing for immediate but also multi-dimensional reaction to user input that
rewards interaction.
Gratifying sonic systems tend to capitalize on gesture-based input, such as swiping at laser
beams or smacking plastic ribs. Ainger and Schroeder highlight the reasoning for this, calling
gesture a multimodal phenomenon. They say:
“we do not use only our hands (or lungs, as another instance) to create sound. We also use our
ears, and our ears depend upon our brain. We also use our eye. After a while, we begin to
understand that our entire being is involved in the making of music and in listening to music. We
understand that gesture is not only a physical act, but also a cognitive and conceptual processing
of a physical act. Given this, it is important to understand interactive sound models as integrated
systems… that work together to create a multimodal system that gives us the sound, the feel, the
look...” of the experience as a whole.75
A combination of touch and sound response makes for compelling and instinctually attractive
music-making systems. This notion will become clearer in the next section, when the
relationship between cognition and interactivity is presented.
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The School Bus Spaceship & Cognitive Theory:
The School Bus Spaceship
brings clarity to the important role
of the House of Eternal Return’s
immersive, science fiction alternate
reality. It is best described as a
school bus spaceship. Located deep
in the experiential space, you may
come across a school bus, gutted

Figure 6: The school bus LED screen. Image from: “Inside the School Bus Picture of Meow Wolf, Santa Fe.” TripAdvisor, 25 Sept. 2016.

and standing up straight on end, two-stories tall. The inside front windshield has been replaced
with a screen of colorful LEDS that show abstract colors emanating from a central point, giving
the illusion that the bus is moving through space (see Figure 6). Visitors enter the interface at the
ground level, where there is a two-person bench angled up towards the ceiling (putting
participants in a semi-reclining state) facing out the front windshield. The innermost person sits
behind a makeshift dashboard with a steering wheel, buttons, and switches that impact the
sounds within the school bus as well as the LED visuals. Multiple buttons cause colorful shapes
to shoot out from the bottom of the screen that are accompanied by laser sounds, giving the feel
that the bus is shooting at something.
Interacting with a typical school bus environment in an atypical way with atypical results
provides opportunities for visitors to engage and empower their creative minds through their
actions. Cognitive theory explains that interactivity is hardwired into humans and helps us
understand our world. David Kirsh, a professor of cognitive science at the University of
California San Diego, argues in his article, “Embodied Cognition and the Magical Future of
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Interaction Design,” that we as humans often think with things.76 He draws this conclusion by
synthesizing two theories of cognition. First, embodied cognition asserts that our whole bodies
impact our cognitive selves, meaning we think with our bodies. Kirsh adds that “…humans use
their bodies not just to act on the world and enact or co-create a personal world, they use them to
represent, model, and ultimately self-teach.”77 Situated cognition is the idea that people are able
to learn more by seeing than by doing. Kirsh concludes that if it is true we think by doing things
with our bodies, “every object we couple with in a cognitive way becomes an opportunity for
thought, control, and imagination.”78 Manipulating tools in our world becomes a method for
driving thought forward. 79 Essentially, we learn by encountering and engaging with things in our
world.
When we encounter something, beyond just seeing what our eyes take in, our minds
factor in predictions about what we expect to take in.80 To provide a basic example, when
somebody sees a hammer, given they’ve encountered a hammer previously, they expect to be
able to use it to hammer in a nail. These mental predictions are built via a process called
embodied interaction, in which “the more we have tool-mediated experiences, the more our
understanding of the world is situated in the way we interact through tools.”81 Over the course of
our lives, we develop expectations of our surroundings, settling in our ideas of how the world is
and how we can interact with it. We conduct our daily lives by this mental, or ‘enactive,’
landscape, meaning “the world we see and partly create as active agents.”82 Every individual has
a unique, dynamic and ever-evolving enactive landscape.
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Beyond conscious perception of reality, or what is present, ‘enactive’ landscapes
additionally embody what is possible, or what can be brought into being, in a given environment
or context. Kirsh highlights music as a specific example saying, “…conceptualized as this bigger
world of instrument created possibilities, [music] is an extreme instance of an ‘enactive’
landscape.”83 Instruments, from this perspective, are tools through which people enact the
landscape of music. Without them, music would not be possible. More broadly, each tool we
come into contact with in the physical world, whether at home, work, or in the House of Eternal
Return’s sci-fi dream, contributes to our conception of what is possible. Kirsh says, “…when
people think with things they rely on the world to simulate itself and in so doing they stimulate
themselves. They indirectly control their epistemic state. The world executes part of the
reasoning process, therefore, by carrying them to a new state” of understanding.84
Returning to the School Bus Spaceship, individual processes of embodied interaction, or
thinking with things, attribute to school buses a certain ‘enactive’ landscape; they are yellow,
they drive children to and from school, etc. The House of Eternal Return literally and
figuratively “upends” these expectations. The school bus spaceship broadens the scope of each
visitors’ enactive landscape, or prescribed predictions, of the world. Co-Founder and CEO Vince
Kadlubek added, “everyday people go through various environments and they’re the same
environments over and over and over again and they’re monotonous and they’re mundane…and
this is our experience as humans every day. And so, Meow Wolf really loved the idea of creating
environments that shocked people out of that monotony.”85 Beyond shocking people out of
monotonous environments, the House of Eternal Return’s sonic systems stimulate visitors’
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imaginations, deepen their conceptions of reality, and demonstrate that reality and imagination
can co-exist in marvelous ways.
Sound designers Marc Ainger and Benjamin Schroeder support this argument in their
article “Gesture in the Design of Interactive Sound Models,” stating that alternative music
interfaces allow us to create the ‘plausible impossible’ because “digital sound technologies exist
in a world of physical laws, yet…can…extend and transform our conception of the physical
world in ways that were not possible before their introduction.”86 With regard to sound
technology in interactive music interfaces, this is made possible because unlike acoustic music
instruments, there is not a static relationship between input and output.87 Interactive sonic
systems that use the combination of soft- and hardware discussed earlier can be fairly easily
retrofitted or reprogrammed to emit different sounds.
Ainger and Schroeder continue, adding, “…it is desirable to be faithful to the physical
world to at least some extent. We are searching for a balance between fidelity to reality vs.
flexibility in the design of reality….”88 This can be understood through ‘enactive’ landscapes.
Interactive music interfaces that hybridize reality, such as the school bus spaceship, broaden the
scope of visitors’ realities outside of their typical encounters with that interface. While creating
worlds and interfaces that completely break with reality can also be engaging, a similar effect is
not achieved because it will appear too separate from the real world. For example, an attraction
like Space Mountain at Disneyland offers a fantastic escape to intergalactic realms, but the extent
of the experience exists within the buildings housing the ride. The House of Eternal Return, on
the other hand, places visitors within a seemingly normal Victorian house that is then full of
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secret wormholes and unexpected multi-sensory music interfaces, all of which are grounded in
otherwise traditional forms (bus, mushrooms, etc). Meow Wolf artists present immersive
environments grounded in a somewhat crooked reality to push our expectations of reality. Meow
Wolf’s Sound Technology Lead Charlie Huguenard pushes this notion further, saying, “the work
Meow Wolf does provides…a view of a more abstract and…less hostile world than what we live
in…I think it’s good for people to be able to step into a fantasy and take something back with
them.”89 Lead Interactivity Designer Zevin Polzin added, in a similar vein, that he was
“personally kind of on the fence about whether we’re creating escapism—but I don’t think that
word has entirely negative connotations. And so…alternative worlds where it doesn’t feel like a
sci-fi future possibility but it’s a tangible place where you can be at for a while and hopefully
that kind of resets something.”90 The House of Eternal Return is a thorough manifestation of an
‘enactive’ landscape informed by the ‘plausible impossible,’ full of alternative music interfaces
that engage users in collaborative and encouraging ‘musicking’ experiences.
Counter-Argument:
A common counter-argument to these discussed benefits and positive implications is the
position that alternative music interfaces devalue composition and virtuosity with traditional
instruments. It is an extension of the argument over what really constitutes ‘music’ and ‘making
music’ that has always existed in the evolution of music. Assistant Professor at Georgia Tech’s
Center for Music Technology Parag Chordia draws out similarities between reception of the
piano at the time of its invention and receptions to electronic and experimental music, saying, “at
the time people thought the piano was destroying the soul of our music. It simplifies
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things…People have this deep feeling that music should be authentic. And I think the reason why
it's so important for music to be authentic is because it's so powerful emotionally.”91 He
continues, “The piano obviously didn't destroy music…What it did in fact was create a branch.
Composers took advantage of its technical capabilities, and they created an amazing repertoire
that really blossomed in the 19th century.”92 While this argument cannot be applied to every
product of music technology, such as games like Guitar Hero where nothing is really gained
other than passing time with a playful finger timing game, it is different with alternative music
interfaces.
Sonic interaction technology and design can be viewed similarly to the gradual adoption
of the piano and electronic music technologies. These new music tools create a branch of playful
composition and accessible music-making. Alternative music interfaces will never replace
traditional music, but rather they can exist and flourish as an additional medium that
democratizes incredible music technology. Sonic interaction design offers the potential for
people to engage with and make music in a way they otherwise could not have, musicians and
non-musicians alike. People who normally would not feel comfortable picking up a traditional
instrument can still experience ‘musicking.’ Increasing access to music-making opportunities can
build more understanding and interest in music, creative thinking, and this medium of playful
composition.
Alternative music interfaces exist completely separate from traditional instruments.
Polzin added, “if you think of instrument in the sense of it being something that’s going to let
you choose exactly what frequency to produce when you want to, we’ve got thousands of options
for that already…it’s a harder question…what are the possibilities opened up by other types of
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interfaces? Is it even that interesting to be able to produce the exact note that you want when you
want or is it more interesting to improvise with something that…gives you feedback or changes
with how you interact with it or those kinds of things?”93 He added at a different moment that he
sees it as a “…more interesting possibility for actually making an instrument that doesn’t just try
to mimic a xylophone but actually takes into account what it actually is as a software physical
hybrid that is its own kind of thing and sort of figuring out what that wants to be rather than what
the closest sort of analogy is.”94 Alternative sonic systems push collective understandings of the
innumerable ways humans can apply technology and create dynamic visual-tactile-auditory
relationships.
The value of sonic interaction design and that of traditional acoustic instruments is not
mutually exclusive. Alternative sonic systems like those found in The House of Eternal Return
are valuable music objects because the user experience is designed for freedom of expression,
not pursuit of control. Similar to the toddler who sees a piano or a drum and immediately starts
banging and making sounds, Meow Wolf artists allow people to play with music and sound,
dissolving fear of ‘doing it wrong’ or being judged by others. The House of Eternal Return
facilitates the process of rediscovering the uninhibited child in everyone that has an amazing
time playing with the piano and drum set without being as worried about the product of their
efforts. Huguenard shared his perspective in our interview, saying that “rather than thinking
about individual notes at all,” sonic interaction design should be used to provide interfaces that
specify “high-level concepts like ‘mood,’ ‘feel,’ and ‘intensity’ to a system.”95 Interacting with
alternative music interfaces can be thought of as having a different end goal than traditional
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instruments and composition. Users don’t expect to create fully realized compositions or become
a virtuoso at ‘the Wilderness Room.’ They enjoy the music they make, the multi-sensory
immersion and the creative expression opportunity they experience at the time. Sonic interaction
design does not compromise the authenticity of other music. For non-musicians, the medium
democratizes music, making it more inclusive. For musicians, it can broaden ideas of how music
can be generated and shared.
Conclusion:
Meow Wolf is relevant and unique because it is revolutionizing how creative production
companies can operate internally and how they can make a positive impact externally. The world
of the House of Eternal Return offers a space where people explore new ways of seeing and
interacting with the world without the pressing confines of present-day societal norms and
typical environments. This happens through instantly rewarding ‘musicking’ experiences with
inclusive sound generation and transformation interfaces like the Wilderness Room that
capitalize on cognitive truths regarding an innate human attraction to interactive encounters.
Meow Wolf takes this further by setting these interfaces in a surreal, reality-bending, ‘plausible
impossible’ realm that, whether consciously or not, expands visitors’ minds by upending deepset cognitive mindsets about actual reality. The House of Eternal Return serves as a unique
example of how brilliant art and technology can be used to serve and inspire a broad audience.
In the face of a national ‘creativity crisis,’ Meow Wolf’s work comes at a time when we
more than ever need to step outside of traditional classroom settings, work routines, and online
spaces for a moment to explore and play in the purest sense. As University of Denver Professor
Franz L. Roehmann highlights in his article, “Technology, Music, Culture,” “process, not
product, is at the root of creativity: the process of manipulating materials with expressive
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intent…something everyone has an innate capacity to do.”96 In their first iteration of a permanent
immersive environment, Meow Wolf presents musical interaction material designed to be
manipulated with expressive intent, providing public access to the benefits of creative
stimulation. Tina Seelig, author of the book InGenius: A Crash Course on Creativity, supports
this idea, saying that there is a “concrete set of methods and environmental factors that can be
used to enhance your imagination, and by optimizing these variables your creativity naturally
increases. Unfortunately, these tools are rarely presented in a formalized way.”97 The run-away
success of Meow Wolf to date shows how hungry to public is for these opportunities.
As Meow Wolf continues to snowball and expand, everybody is eagerly waiting and
watching for what comes next—including members of the collective themselves. Growth has
brought them closer than ever to the traditional threshold between the corporate and the personal.
It has been and will continue to be interesting to see how they adapt to the many changes that
come with commercial success and adoration while still maintaining their core beliefs in radical
inclusivity and human connection through art.
In my conversations with staff members, it was clear that their work has just begun. This
group of driven creatives has worked hard for 10 years to build more attention, engagement, and
community through this type of artistic presentation. They see the House of Eternal Return as
just their first iteration, not a one-off. “There’s no real limit to what [we] can do…other than the
time we have to work on it and design it,” as Ben Wright put it.98 Corvas Brinkerhoff shared with
me that there is a ton of “nuanced interactivity that we’re doing research and development on
now that aren’t in the show…but will be at our next exhibition…”99 As Meow Wolf continues to,
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as Charlie Huguenard put it, “blow minds and spread DIY art,” we can only wait and see how
they change the world.
By investing in positive relationships, between people, the environment, oneself, the
community, and beyond, Meow Wolf offers a lot from which other corporations can learn. The
collective is bigger than the people in it and what they create together and their work is about
more than just Instagram and selfies. The installation provides paid opportunities for artists of all
different mediums and backgrounds and provides creative stimulation opportunities for people of
all motivations and abilities.
Meow Wolf is radically overcoming toxic traditional perceptions of how people access
and engage with art and music. It is one thing to see a School Bus Spaceship or Laser Harp. It is
quite another entirely to be able to drive the bus and strum the lasers. Meow Wolf rejects
damaging cultural myths that stifle imagination and instead chooses to value everybody’s
creative minds and interactive capacities as equal, important, and worth cultivating, which is a
paradigm shift that society needs.

With Sincere Thanks:
I am deeply grateful to the many people in Meow Wolf who took the time to meet with
me and share their history, vision and inspirations as well as the technical aspects of their work.
Their help and support has further engaged and inspired my own creativity, another example of
their commitment to supporting artistic growth. This project was made more profound and
complete thanks to their availability and kindness.
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